Hi Kids! Help Tierra Terrapin unscramble these Purple Line terms as she makes her way along the Purple Line route. Use everything you’ve learned on the Purple Planet, including the map to help solve the scramble. Hint: The beginning of each answer is printed in purple.

1. When traveling to a light rail station, Tierra Terrapin safely crosses the tracks only in places marked for ___________: pedseranist

2. ___________ can move along quickly and easily because there are no steps to go up or down when boarding or exiting the Purple Line light rail trains: rareIT Tprrina

3. Before boarding the train, Tierra always buys her ___________ at the vending machines on the Purple Line platforms: tkciet

4. Tierra likes listening to music and always wears her ___________ when riding the Purple Line: dheo heopns

5. The Purple Line is planned to have twenty-one ___________ connecting Prince George’s and Montgomery counties: sptos

6. Tierra has become great friends with ___________, the Purple Line Operator: rM muPl

7. Tierra and Purple Linus travel together on the Purple Line and always talk ___________ out of respect for other riders: qutlyie

8. The friends on Purple Planet look forward to exploring the Purple Line with you when the light rail opens in ___________. 2202